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STEPSSTEPS55 TUTORIAL FOR MAKING THE POSTER

Never forget your own message because ….. 
it’s up to all of us to make the change!

 1.  IS PLAYTIME INCLUSIVE IN YOUR PLAYGROUND?

Think about how you can make playtime at your school an example of an inclusive playtime. Can you think of 
ways to change the physical space? Have you assigned different areas to different activities? How about 
accessibility? What other games and activities could you organise in the playground? Does everyone really 
have the same opportunity to play and have fun?

 5. UPLOAD YOUR PROJECT AND SHARE IT!

Scan the poster, then go into the teacher’s Private Area and upload your work with its title and audio-descrip-
tion. The image must be in JPG format and no larger than 2MB.
You can upload your audio-description in an mp4 file or record it in the teacher’s private area. Lastly, we hope 
you will make lots of copies of your poster and hang them in the playground, in the corridors, so that everyone 
in the school can see them.
Never forget your own message because ….. it’s up to all of us to make the change!

 3. DECIDE WHAT YOU WANT TO SAY AND THEN FORM GROUPS

You can start off by brainstorming and sharing ideas to decide what it is you want to say. This will help you to 
get your thoughts and concepts in order:
What is the purpose of the poster? / What are we going to communicate? / How will we do it? / Who are we 
talking to?
When you have made up your mind, some of you can create the image (with photos, paint, cut-outs, etc) while 
the others can decide exactly what to say, the title of the poster, etc. You can use paint, cardboard, glue or 
digital techniques to create your poster.
Remember that you need to submit the document assigning the image rights of all the students depicted
in the poster.

 2. WHY A POSTER?

A poster is one of the clearest and most efficient ways of communicating a message that can be recognised 
and absorbed by everyone in the educational community: students, teachers and families.
A poster provides information and shows an intention by combining texts and images to make
 the message understandable.

 4. THINK ABOUT IT AGAIN

After showing your poster to your classmates to ensure that your message is comprehensible, you can discuss 
the subject again in class: remember that you need to provide an audio-description explaining your poster that 
lasts no more than one minute. This will make your poster accessible and easier to interpret. Lastly, give it a title 
with 140 characters or less.
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